
Full Explanation of Estate Planning Documents 

To start, there is always a lot of discussion about the length of the trust document.  Ideally, the trust 
would be a lot shorter.  However, there is a lot of language that is contained that are memorials to trusts 
that have gone terribly wrong in the past.  There is a saying in the estate planning world – You will not use 
80% of your trust…however, we will NEVER know which 80% you will not use.  A number of provisions are 
there for the “what ifs” in your life.  You will see several references to these “what if” provisions in this 
document.  There are some trusts out there that are over 80 pages long, so it could be a lot worse!  The 
goal is to make sure things are protected as best as possible without going completely overboard. 

Next, you have what is known as a revocable trust.  Sometimes, these are called revocable living trusts, 
living trusts, or inter vivos trusts.  All of these terms mean the same thing.  The trust is the main 
component of your entire estate plan.  As you have learned, your “estate plan” consists of a lot more 
documents outside of your trust. 

Now onto the trust. 

Preamble: This is basically a contract between the Trustor (the people who create the trust) and the 
Trustee (the person in charge of the trust).  To start with, the client(s) will always be the trustor and 
probably the trustee.  If you have previously done a trust, this will also state it is an amendment and 
restatement of the existing trust.  The same trust name and date is kept to make sure no additional asset 
transfers are needed from an already existing trust. 

Article 1: Family Status – This article gives marital status, names any children, and specifically disinherits 
certain people (most common: children). 

Article 2: Trust Estate – This article discusses the assets that are subject to the terms of the trust.  You will 
see that it states there is an “Exhibit A” to the Trust. 

Action Item: If you desire, you can put together a list of assets (bank accounts, real estate holdings, 
brokerage accounts, insurance policies, retirement accounts, etc.).  An example of this list is given in the 
materials.  The goal is to give your successor trustees a fighting shot at finding your assets if something 
were to happen to you.  A good way to think about this is if you were helping to administer someone’s 
trust after they died, think about what information would you want! 

This article also states that the trust can have additional assets added to it in the future.  If you are in a 
community property state (AZ, CA, ID, LA, NV, NM, TX, WA, and WI), the document allows for separate 
and community property to be subject to the same trust. 

Finally, Article 2 also names your financial advisor and states that you strongly encourage that any 
successor Trustees and beneficiaries utilize the services and knowledge that your financial advisor brings 
to the table. 

Article 3: Trustee 

Original Trustee: The client will almost always be the original Trustee.  



Successor Trustees: The successor Trustees are the people who will make financial decisions if you 
cannot.  These are the people who will take over if one of the following three things happen: death, 
incapacity, or a voluntary resignation.   
 
There are also a number of “what if” provisions here: 

- If you exhaust your entire list of trustees, the beneficiaries can get someone named. 
- A Trustee can be liable for bad acts (stealing money from the trust). 
- A Trustee can be removed for not treating the beneficiaries in accordance with the law. 

 
Trustee Compensation: A Trustee (other than you) can be paid for their services.  They are entitled to 
“reasonable compensation”.  There can be a lot of discussion on what is reasonable.  Sometimes, there is 
a tendency for a client to want to state what is reasonable…however, picking a “reasonable” number 
today will almost certainly be wrong in the future!  Ultimately, you pick your trustees because you trust 
them to make prudent decisions, even as it relates to their own compensation. 
 
Consent to Joint Representation: If your successor trustee calls your financial advisor and tells him/her 
that you are incapacitated (and is able to prove it), this would allow your financial advisor to discuss trust 
terms with your successor trustee.  Your Financial Advisor is dedicated to you first!  As a result, if a 
conflict arises (for example, a child is more concerned about preserving “their inheritance” versus caring 
for you while you are incapacitated), your financial advisor will likely get an attorney involved to help 
resolve the situation. 
 
Article 4: Amendments and Revocation 
 
This Article states that you are able to amend or revoke any part of this trust for any reason.  This is your 
trust – we like to say that while you are living and incapacitated, this is a trust that is set in sand (as 
opposed to stone).  If the creator(s) become incapacitated or die, the trust becomes irrevocable.  As a 
result, your successor trustee cannot come in and change the terms of the trust distribution and leave 
everything to himself/herself…now granted, they would be a terrible trustee if you thought they would do 
something like that! 
 
Article 5: Distributions during the Life of Trustor(s) 
 
This Article states that any assets of the trust can be distributed for your benefit.  You do NOT lose any 
access to your assets just because you them into the trust. 
 
Article 6: Payment of Expenses at Death and Distribution of Assets 
 
This is the part you care about the most! 
 
This article states what will occur after the first death.   
 
First, any final expenses will be paid from trust assets (burial, illness, etc.).   
 
Second, if you elected to have any gifts given at the first death, they will be shown. 
 
Next, there is discussion about a potential split of assets.  At the first death, there is a potential split of the 
assets that would need to be elected by the surviving spouse for estate tax purposes (currently $11.4M 



per person in 2019).  This split is based on three factors: (1) What year did the first spouse die?; (2) What 
is the family net worth?; and (3) What are the tax laws in the year the first spouse died?  If you are 
struggling to find answers for these questions, you are not alone!!!  If an election is going to be made, it 
must be made within nine months of the first date of death.  Under existing tax law in 2019, there is 
almost NO reason to make this election.  At the death of the first spouse, the surviving spouse should 
consult either their financial, tax, or estate planning professional to determine the best course of action. 
 
At the second death is where most of the action happens. 
 

1) Action Item: Tangible Personal Property (fancy term for your stuff) is going to the beneficiaries in 
the percentages you have set forth.  However, you have the option to leave a list of particular 
items that you would like to go to particular people (regardless of whether they are 
beneficiaries).  This will give your trustee guidance in what can be a very tricky area. 

 
2) Specific Gifts – If you have elected specific gifts to charity, your wonderful grandchildren, etc., 

they will be here. 
 

3) Remainder of the Trust Estate – This shows who is getting the final amounts of your trust estate. 
 

4) Method of Distribution – This is what shows how each beneficiary will get access to their share.  If 
you have elected specific ages for certain beneficiaries, they will get payments for health care, 
education, and support, but then get larger distributions at your specified ages. 

 
5) Catastrophic Beneficiaries – This is the distribution in the event ALL of your beneficiaries die 

before you.  We hope we NEVER use this section! 
 
Article 7: Powers of Trustee 
 
Powers of Trustee – This section shows all of the powers that you and successor trustees have to 
administer the trust.  Your successor trustee basically has the power to act as if they are you – the powers 
that are commonly used include stock transactions, running a business, borrowing and lending money 
(like when you take out or refinance a mortgage), and considering tax consequences of transactions. 
 
Other Items in Article 7 – This section covers some significant “what ifs”. 
 

1) Postponement or Acceleration of Distributions – This is sometimes known as the “drug addict” 
clause.  You are trusting your trustee to withhold distributions to a beneficiary if it is appropriate 
to do so.  Please keep in mind this must be done in extraordinary circumstances only – it is most 
commonly used when there is a drug issue or a beneficiary is going through a bankruptcy. 

 
2) Special Needs Trust – If you have a beneficiary that is on needs-based public benefits where that 

beneficiary’s eligibility for benefits is determined by their lack of assets, this section will protect 
that beneficiary.  Any inheritance for them will be set aside in what is known as a special needs 
trust – this allows them to continue getting their needs-based public benefits while also 
benefiting from any inheritance.  Even if you do not have a beneficiary currently where this is 
needed, the language will cover any future situations that arise. 

 
Article 8: Administrative Provisions – The highlights here are: 



 
1) Accountings – A successor trustee (not you) are required to report to beneficiaries every penny in 

and every penny out.  Beneficiaries do have the option to waive this accounting. 
 

2) No Contest Clause – If a beneficiary sues over the terms of the trust…and they lose…they get 
nothing.  Generally, the only way a beneficiary can win while suing over the terms of the trust are 
they prove you were “unduly influenced” into doing these documents or you lacked the mental 
capacity to do these documents. 

 
Article 9: Definitions – Wherever there is a word that starts with a capitalized letter, it has a 
corresponding definition.  The definitions utilized most are: 
 

1) Child and Issue - Child is a lawful blood descendant or a person adopted while a minor.  
Stepchildren and foster children are specifically excluded from the definition.  Issue is basically a 
person’s lineal descendants. 

 
2) Health Care, Education, and Support – These are the broad terms used to provide for your 

beneficiaries if they have not reached the ages you have appointed in your trust.  They are 
intentionally broad to allow your trustee the latitude to provide for them the same way that you 
would. 

 
3) Incapacity – This is how you are determined to be incapacitated.  Generally, it can happen by 

either a primary physician that you have had for over two years, or 2 board certified physicians or 
psychiatrists. 

 
4) Tangible Personal Property – As discussed in Article 6, this is a fancy term for your stuff… 

 
Article 10: Payment of Taxes 
 
This article allows a trustee to use any trust proceeds to pay your final federal, state, and local income 
taxes.  It also allows a trustee to keep a reserve amount available so they can make an initial payment to 
beneficiaries before they know the exact amount they will need for final taxes and administration 
expenses. 
 

1) Certification of Trust: This is the short version of your trust that some financial institutions will 
accept in lieu of the entire trust.  Anything that is in this document is more fully explained in the 
full trust document. 
 

2) General Transfer: This is the “oops” document that would put assets into the trust if you did not 
do so.  Some courts will allow this to avoid a full probate of your estate should you forget to put 
assets into the trust. 
 

3) Power of Attorney: This allows someone to make financial decisions for you on non-trust assets 
during your lifetime.   Examples can include taking required minimum distributions from your 
IRA’s (once you reach 70 ½) or putting assets into your trust if you did not. 
 



4) HIPAA Release: This allows medical professionals to give information about your health care to 
people on your advance health care directive (among others).  This disclosure by medical 
professionals will not violate your HIPAA privacy rights. 
 

5) Wills: This says who gets non-trust assets…which is your trust.  These are called “pour over” wills 
for that reason.  Wills have executors (the same way that trusts have trustees).  This is another 
term for who is in charge financially when the time comes.  This document also states who will be 
guardians of any minor children.   

a. Execution: Please date and sign in front of two witnesses.  The notary can be one of the 
witnesses.   

 
State Specific Documents (California): 
 

1) Property Agreement: This makes any jointly owned property community property, which gets the 
best tax treatment at death. 
 

2) Deed – This transfers your real estate interests to your trust. 
a. Page 1 – Please date and sign in the presence of a notary public. 
b. Final Page (bottom) – Please date and sign (no notary required) 

 
3) Advance Health Care Directives – This document states who will make health care decisions for 

you if you cannot make them for yourself. 
 

a. Part 1 (page 2) – This states who will make decisions if you cannot. 
b. Part 2 (page 4) – End of Life Decision - Choice “A” is what I refer to as “pull the 

plug”.  Choice “B” is to not pull the plug.  If you have a selection, you can do an X in the 
appropriate box and initial next to it. 

c. Part 3 (page 5) – Organ Donation – If you have a selection, you can do an X in the 
appropriate box and initial next to it.  You have the option to have your organs used for 
certain purposes only.  If there is anything you do NOT want your organs used for, you 
can cross out the appropriate items and initial next to them. 

d. Part 4 (page 5) – Primary Physician – This is optional and generally not filled in as primary 
physicians have a tendency to change.  If you choose to, you may complete this section.  

e. Part 5 (page 6) – Please date and sign at the top in the presence of a notary public. 
f. Part 6 (page 7) – This is only completed for current patients of a skilled nursing facility.   


